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A B S T R A C T 

We study the physical properties (size, stellar mass, luminosity, and star formation rate) and scaling relations for a sample of 
166 star-forming clumps with redshift z ∼ 2–6.2. They are magnified by the Hubble Frontier Field galaxy cluster MACS J0416 

and ha ve rob ust lensing magnification (2 � μ � 82) computed by using our high-precision lens model, based on 182 multiple 
images. Our sample extends by ∼3 times the number of spectroscopically confirmed lensed clumps at z � 2. We identify clumps 
in ultraviolet continuum images and find that, whenever the effective spatial resolution (enhanced by gravitational lensing) 
increases, they fragment into smaller entities, likely reflecting the hierarchically organized nature of star formation. Kpc-scale 
clumps, most commonly observed in field, are not found in our sample. The physical properties of our sample extend the 
parameter space typically probed by z � 1 field observations and simulations, by populating the low mass ( M � � 10 

7 M �), low 

star formation rate (SFR � 0.5 M � yr −1 ), and small size ( R eff � 100 pc) regime. The new domain probed by our study approaches 
the regime of compact stellar complexes and star clusters. In the mass–size plane, our sample spans the region between galaxies 
and globular clusters, with a few clumps in the region populated by young star clusters and globular clusters. For the bulk of 
our sample, we measure star formation rates which are higher than those observed locally in compact stellar systems, indicating 

different conditions for star formation at high redshift than in the local Universe. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: high-redshift. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

nvestig ating g alaxies at sub-kpc scales is an essential step to
nderstand the mechanisms that drive galaxy formation and evolution
n the early Universe. Currently, resolving structures at sub-kpc
cales at high redshift is hardly achie v able with deep ground-
ased adaptive optics (AO) or space-based observations. Conversely,
he combination of deep, high-resolution imaging, and spectro-
copic observations performed on gravitationally lensed targets
nhances the resolving power and enables us to reveal sub-kpc
tructures and their physical properties at cosmological distances
e.g. Livermore et al. 2012 , 2015 ; Adamo et al. 2013 ; Vanzella
t al. 2016 , 2017 , 2019 , 2021b ; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2017 ,
019 ; Johnson et al. 2017 ; Rigby et al. 2017 ; Cava et al. 2018 ;
ivera-Thorsen et al. 2019 ; Bouwens et al. 2021 ; Iani et al.
021 ). 
 E-mail: uros.mestric@inaf.it 
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In the last few decades, different studies revealed that high-redshift
tar-forming galaxies (SFGs, z ∼ 1–3) have a clumpy morphology,
hich differs from the spiral-like structure of most star-forming
alaxies in the local Universe (e.g Cowie, Hu & Songaila 1995 ;
lmegreen et al. 2005 , 2007 ; Conselice 2014 ). High-redshift clumps
ave masses 10 7 –10 9 M �, sizes ∼ 0 . 1 –1kpc, and usually they are
haracterized by a high star formation rate (e.g. Elmegreen et al.
009 ; Jones et al. 2010 ; Genzel et al. 2011 ; Guo et al. 2012 , 2018 ;
urata et al. 2014 ; Shibuya, Ouchi & Harikane 2015 ; Zanella et al.

015 , 2019 ). Currently, the clumpy morphology of high-redshift
alaxies has been explained with two formation scenarios: (a) in situ ,
he galaxy gas-rich disc fragments due to gravitational instability
iving rise to massive star-forming regions (e.g. Noguchi 1999 ;
ournaud et al. 2008 ; Dekel, Sari & Ceverino 2009 ; Hinojosa-
o ̃ ni, Mu ̃ noz-Tu ̃ n ́on & M ́endez-Abreu 2016 ) or, (b) ex situ , galaxies
nder go a mer ger process during which the satellite is stripped and
ts nucleus appears as a massive clump (e.g. Somerville, Primack &
aber 2000 ; Hopkins et al. 2008 ; Puech 2010 ; Straughn et al. 2015 ;
ibeiro et al. 2017 ). 
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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Ho we ver, it is still unclear what is the relative contribution of these
wo channels to clumpy star formation. The number of galaxies 
ith clumpy morphology is higher than the expected merger rate 

mong systems at high redshift, which makes it difficult to justify
he formation of clumps through merging scenario alone (e.g Dekel 
t al. 2009 ; Hopkins et al. 2010 ). Furthermore, some clumps with
oung ages ( � 10 Myr) have been reported (F ̈orster Schreiber et al.
011 ; Zanella et al. 2015 ), as expected for clumps originating from
isc fragmentation (Bournaud 2016 ). Observational studies targeting 
 ∼ 1–3 galaxies suggest that ∼70 per cent of clumps have an in situ
rigin, whereas the remaining ones have older ages and larger sizes
nd masses, consistent with being remnants of stripped satellites 
Zanella et al. 2019 ). 

Also the fate of clumps is still unclear and the results from simu-
ations are highly dependent on the adopted assumptions (e.g. initial 
as fraction of the discs, feedback recipes, Fensch & Bournaud 2021 ). 
ydrodynamical simulations presented in e.g. Murray, Quataert & 

hompson ( 2010 ), Genel et al. ( 2012 ), Tamburello et al. ( 2015 ),
klop ̌ci ́c et al. ( 2017 ), and Buck et al. ( 2017 ) suggest that massive

lumps have a lifetime of ∼ 20 Myr, as stellar feedback quickly 
isrupts them, while less massive clumps tend to merge with more 
assiv e ones. Conv ersely, Bournaud et al. ( 2014 ), Cev erino, Dekel
 Bournaud ( 2010 ), and Mandelker et al. ( 2014 , 2017 ) predict that
assive clumps can survive a few hundred Myr, until they merge 
ith the galaxy bulge. 
Simulations predict that the kpc-size clumps, which are typically 

bserved in blank fields, have substructures which are blended and 
emains undetected due to the lack of resolution (Tamburello et al. 
015 ; Behrendt, Burkert & Schartmann 2016 ; e.g Meng & Gnedin
020 ). Indeed, recent observations of strongly lensed systems at z ∼
–3 reveal the existence of clumps with sizes of ∼ 100 pc (Livermore
t al. 2012 , 2015 ; Cava et al. 2018 ), down to ∼10 pc (Johnson et al.
017 ; Rigby et al. 2017 ) in some extremely magnified cases. Our
revious studies (Vanzella et al. 2017 , 2019 , 2020 , 2021a ; Calura
t al. 2021 ) have further extended this work to spectroscopically 
onfirmed compact stellar structures, with sizes down to � 10 pc, 
hich are interpreted as young massive clusters and/or globular 

luster precursors at z ∼ 3–6 (see also Bouwens et al. 2021 ).
his demonstrates the importance of gravitational lensing to explore 
ompact stellar structures considered as building blocks of high- 
edshift star-forming galaxies. 

Global relations among different physical properties (e.g. effective 
adius, stellar mass, and SFR), as well as their redshift evolution, are
idely used to understand the nature and evolution of galaxies and 

maller stellar systems (i.e. Kormendy 1977 ; Bender, Burstein & 

aber 1992 ; Bernardi et al. 2003 ; Kormendy et al. 2009 ; Misgeld &
ilker 2011 ; Norris et al. 2014 ; Shibuya et al. 2015 ). 
In this work, we analyse the physical properties and scaling 

elations of clumps hosted by galaxies z ∼ 2–6, which are gravi- 
ationally lensed by the Hubble Frontier Field (HFF) galaxy cluster 

ACS J0416.1 −2403 (hereafter MACS J0416). The paper is orga- 
ized as follows: Section 2 describes the data used in this work and the
ethodology used to select lensed clumps. Section 3 explains how 

tructural and photometric parameters are measured and physical 
roperties of the clumps are inferred. Section 4 compares the physical 
roperties of the MACS J0416 sample with results from previous 
bservations and simulations. In Section 5 , we present the mass–
FR, size–SFR, and mass–stellar surface density relations for our 
lumps sample. Finally in Section 6 , we summarize our results and
onclusions. Throughout the paper we adopt a flat � CDM cosmology 
ith �m 

= 0.3, �� 

= 0 . 7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . All magni-
udes are AB magnitudes (Oke 1974 ), we adopt a Salpeter ( 1955 )
tellar initial mass function and all measured physical parameters for 
ur sample are corrected for lensing magnification unless differently 
tated. 

 DATA  SET  A N D  SAMPLE  SELECTI ON  

.1 Data and lens model 

eep, multiwavelength observations are publicly available in the 
ACS J0416 field. This work is mainly based on HST /ACS F 814 W

nd HST /WFC3 F 105 W 30-mas images (Koekemoer et al. 2014 ;
otz et al. 2017 ) used for measuring structural parameters and
STRODEEP PSF matched images HST /ACS F 435 W , F 606 W ,
 814 W and HST /WFC3 F 105 W , F 125 W , F 140 W , F 160 W (Merlin
t al. 2016a ), used for photometry and VL T -HAWKI/ Ks imaging
Brammer et al. 2016 ). 

Excellent spectroscopic co v erage of this field, which is a critical
omponent of this work since it affects the accuracy and precision
f the lens model, is based on deep VLT/MUSE integral field
pectroscopic observations. Details on the MUSE observations and 
ata reduction are described in Vanzella et al. 2021b (V21). Building
n and extending the previous study of Caminha et al. ( 2017 ) and
ichard et al. ( 2021 ), V21 also presented redshift measurements by

dentifying 48 background galaxies at 0.9 < z < 6.2, which are lensed
nto 182 bonafide multiple images. The positions of these lensed 
ources, all spectroscopically confirmed, were used to constrain the 
trong lensing model in this work, which is described in Bergamini
t al. 2021 (B21). Such an unprecedented large number of bonafide
ultiple images, combined with a highly complete sample of cluster 

alaxies (80 per cent of which are spectrosopically confirmed) and 
USE-based measurements of the internal velocity dispersion of 

4 cluster galaxies (down to 5 mag fainter than the BCG), led to
n accurate reconstruction of the mass distribution of MACS J0416. 
he lens model is characterized by an r.m.s. displacement between 

he 182 observed and model-predicted image positions of only 0.40 
rcsec. The accurate magnification values which can be derived with 
he B21 lens model, with quantifiable statistical errors in different 

agnification regimes, particularly in the vicinity of critical lines 
see B21), are used in this work to infer robust intrinsic properties of
igh- z lensed sources. 
The average magnification ( μavg ) of each clump presented in this

ork is e v aluated from magnification maps, derived with the B21
ens model. The μavg is calculated using a small aperture of 2 × 2
ixels (since our sources are compact), where the e v aluated μavg is
ompatible with the magnification of a point-like source. 

.2 Clumps identification 

e applied the following procedure to identify clumps and deblend 
heir emission from that of the underlying diffuse host galaxy, as well
s the contamination from nearby bright objects and intracluster light. 
e considered cutouts of 15 arcsec × 15 arcsec, centred on each of

he sources reported in the catalogue by Vanzella et al. ( 2021b ). With
he IRAF (Tody 1986 ) task MEDIAN , we smooth each image with a
oxcar filter. We subtract the smooth image from the original cutout
o obtain a contrast enhanced image. We then use these new cutouts
o detect clumps both visually and automatically with SEXTRACTOR 
v2.24) (SE; Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ). During this process, it is
ey to select the appropriate smoothing box size, as the host light
ill be o v ersubtracted or undersubtracted if the box is too small or

oo large, respectiv ely. F or our purposes, a good compromise was
chieved with box sizes ∼2–3 times larger than each source. In most
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
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Figure 1. The MACS J0416 sample of lensed sources. Top panel : redshift 
distribution of the unique clumps (no multiple images are reported). Bottom 

panel : distribution of the number of clumps per system. 
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Figure 2. The two systems with the largest number of detected clumps 
at redshift z = 3.219 (ID20c, left) and z = 2.089 (ID87562, right). Small 
magenta circles indicate individual clumps. System ID20c has on average 
μavg ≈ 5.5 and 16 detected clumps, while system ID87562 has a on average 
μavg ≈ 3.1 and 15 detected clumps. 
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ases, the smoothing box size was 21–31 pixels. 1 Such a procedure
as been used in the literature to study clumps in field galaxies (Guo
t al. 2015 ) as well as to remo v e the contamination of the host galaxy
alo before modelling ultracompact dwarfs (Norris & Kannappan
011 ). 

.3 Final clumps sample 

ur final sample consists of 67 systems (48 of them showing
ultiple images), and in total 166 clumps have been detected. We

efine a ‘clump’ as any compact source detected in the contrast
mages described in Section 2.2 . All the clumps in our sample have
pectroscopic redshifts based on MUSE deep observations (Caminha
t al. 2017 ; Richard et al. 2021 ; Vanzella et al. 2021b ) and spans the
edshift range z ∼ 2–6. 

In Fig. 1 , we show the redshift distribution of all clumps and the
umber of detected clumps per system. The peaks visible in Fig. 1
upper panel) at z ∼ 2, 3.5, and 6 are the combination of two effects:
1) multiple clumps have the same redshift because hosted in the
ame galaxy; (2) there are galaxies at the same redshift possibly
elonging to a physical larger structure. Ho we ver, the limited sky
o v erage currently pro vided by MUSE (1 arcmin × 1 arcmin FoV) in
ombination with a reduced ef fecti ve area probed in the gravitational
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 

 An example of such a light removal procedure is shown in Fig. 3 (e). 

i  

n  

t  
ens field (lensing cross-section) is not sufficient to characterize
ossible Mpc-scale structure associated with the selected clumps. 
We find in most of the cases 1–2 clumps per system as shown

n Fig. 1 (bottom panel). In our sample there are also two systems
osting 15 and 16 clumps. The system ID20c with the highest number
f detected clumps (16), at z = 3.219, has an irregular shape, with
ve clumps located in the central region (Fig. 2 left). While the other
ystem, ID87562, is a face-on spiral galaxy with 15 detected clumps
t redshift z = 2.089. The majority of the clumps are presumably
tar-forming regions located in the spiral arms of the hosting galaxy
Fig. 2 right). 

 MEASURI NG  C L U M P  PROPERTIES  

.1 Clump structural parameters 

o measure the structural properties of clumps, we use the HST
 814 W and F 105 W bands, as they offer the best compromise in

erms of spatial resolution (FWHM PSF ∼ 0.13 arcsec ( F 814 W ) and
0.15 arcsec ( F 105 W ), pixel scale ∼ 0.03 arcsec pixel −1 ) and depth

limiting AB magnitude ∼29). Such images probe rest-frame λ �
400–2000 Å at 2 < z < 6.3. In particular, we use the F 105 W -band
or sources at z � 5.1, where the Ly α-break ( λ < 1216 Å) enters the
 814 W filter. 
We run SE (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ) on the contrast enhanced

mages (as mentioned in Section 2.2 ) to create a segmentation map,
o identify the clumps and to obtain initial guesses of their struc-
ural parameters (e.g. coordinates, half-light radius, ISO magnitude,
UTO magnitude, circular aperture magnitude, as well as related
ncertainties). We use these values as initial guesses for the 2D
odelling of the clump light profiles that we perform with the
ALFIT (v3.0.7) tool (Peng et al. 2002 , 2010 ). When multiple
lumps in a single galaxy are present, we model them one at
 time, using the segmentation to unmask the clump of interest.
hen clumps are faint and/or positioned near other bright sources,
Extractor is not converging to a reasonable segmentation image
nd therefore we provide manually the initial parameters for the
ALFIT modelling, after visual inspection. This happened for ∼15
lumps ( ∼9 per cent of the sample). Such a procedure produces
ood results and convergence. We consider a fit as successful when
he residual 2D map (obtained by subtracting the model from the
nput image) is smooth (i.e. no structures are detectable) and the
ormalized residuals (obtained by normalizing the residuals map by
he input image) are smaller than 20 per cent on average. An example

art/stac2309_f1.eps
art/stac2309_f2.eps
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Figure 3. An example of GALFIT modelling and host light removal applied to four typical sources from our sample at z ≈ 3–6: system ID107a with μavg = 

5.75, system ID106b with μavg = 11.3, system ID21 with μavg = 11.4 and system ID124c with μavg = 12. Panel ( a ): the original HST F 814 W ( F 105 W for 
system ID124c) image. Panel ( b ): HST F 814 W ( F 105 W for system ID124c) image after diffuse light subtraction. Panel ( c ): GALFIT model. Panel ( d ): residual 
map obtained by subtracting the model (panel (c) from the host-subtracted image (panel b). Panel ( e ): host galaxy light visible after subtracting the GALFIT 
model (panel c) from the input HST F 814 W image (panel a). Panel ( f ): the SExtractor segmentation map provided to GALFIT together with the initial 
guesses of the structural parameters. All cutouts ( a )–( f ) on the image plane are 2.1 arcsec across. Panel ( g ): shows the predicted positions of each clump and the 
physical scale of each system on the source plane (red crosses) using our lens model. The red contours mark the smooth surface brightness and shape of each 
system. 
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f SExtractor segmentation and GALFIT modelling is shown in 
ig. 3 , where we also show (in panel g) the predicted positions
f each clump on the source plane obtained from our lens model.
y converting angular separation among the clumps into physical 
istances, we note that some clumps are less than 100 pc apart, while
heir parent systems extend over 1–2 kpc. 

To model the surface brightness of the clumps, we consider S ́ersic
rofiles with inde x es n = 0.5 (Gaussian profile) or 1 (exponential
rofile). 2 Either index value is used based on the quality of residual
mage produced by GALFIT . In 28 cases GALFIT modelling could 
ot converge and we used a PSF profile instead. This happened for
aint, compact clumps. In the cases where the PSF model was used,
e set an upper limit on the ef fecti ve radius equal to the half-width
alf-maximum of the PSF. Finally, when the Gaussian or exponential 
odel provides a solution with R eff < 1 pixel, the clump ef fecti ve

adius is considered as an upper limit and set to 1 pixel (corresponding
o 30 mas). The distribution of ef fecti ve radii and rest-frame absolute
V magnitudes ( M UV ) for the entire sample are presented in Fig. 4 . 

.2 Photometric measurements 

hotometric measurements on confirmed clumps were performed 
sing the data reduced by the ASTRODEEP collaboration (Castellano 
 Higher values of n do not change the resulting solution significantly and 
eaving n as a free parameter for faint knots typically weaken the convergence 
f the process. 

r  

A  

t
 

t  
t al. 2016 ; Merlin et al. 2016a ), where the intracluster light and the
rightest cluster members are subtracted and all images are PSF- 
atched, and then the photometric tool A-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2019 )

s utilized. Specifically, first, we identify the subsample of clumps 
n common with the ASTRODEEP published catalogue (Castellano 
t al. 2016 ; Merlin et al. 2016a ), in particular those showing a clean
etection, not contaminated by nearby sources (37 objects). We refer 
o this sample as category 1 and rely on the public photometric
atalogue for what concerns their SEDs. For this category, SEDs have
ultiband co v erage including VL T -HAWKI/ Ks and IRAC channels
 and 2. The remaining objects in our sample are not present
n the ASTRODEEP catalogue, because they are too faint or not
ndividually detected on larger images. For these cases we perform 

ur own photometric extraction, including the HAWKI/ Ks band (ex- 
luding the IRAC photometry, whose PSF is too large). For the HST
hotometric measurements, we use previously PSF-matched images 
Merlin et al. 2016a ) observed in seven HST broadband filters F 435 W ,
 606 W , F 814 W , F 105 W , F 125 W , F 140 W , and F 160 W . We perform
ircular aperture photometry for all clumps of the sample with an
perture of 0.27 arcsec in diameter, which is slightly larger than the
SF FWHM of PSF-matched images (0.2 arcsec) but small enough to
till capture the clumps analysed in this work. In this way the colours
re preserved. Subsequently, each SED is aperture-corrected (AC) by 
escaling it to the total GALFIT magnitude in the same reference band.
C values spans the interval 1–4, depending on the compactness of

he object (the more compact the smaller the correction). 
To include the HAWKI/ Ks band, the sample is further split into

wo categories: a sample of clumps for which no A-PHOT signal is
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Distribution of structural properties of our sample. Top panel : 
distribution of measured ef fecti ve radius of the clumps. The red vertical 
dashed line denotes the smallest clump size detected in field and the green 
histogram shows the distribution of clumps with estimated sizes as upper 
limits. Bottom panel : distribution of absolute UV-rest frame magnitudes for 
the presented sample. 
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etected in the Ks band within an aperture of 0.4 arcsec diameter,
NR < 5 (dubbed as category 2, 78 objects) and the remaining
ubset with a Ks -band detection, SNR > 5 (dubbed as category 3, 51
bjects). In case of category 2, 5 σ upper limits are used for the Ks
and, whereas for category 3 an estimate of the total Ks magnitude is
btained with GALFIT after fixing all the structural parameters (except
he magnitude) previously defined in the reference band for the same
lump. This procedure is similar to the one adopted by Merlin et al.
 2016a ) with the T-PHOT tool, (Merlin et al. 2015 , 2016b ) which
ses analytical models as priors. 
Summarizing, category 1 benefits from the available AS-

RODEEP photometry. Categories 2 and 3 include those clumps
ot detected in ASTRODEEP, which are, respectively, undetected or
etected in the Ks band. 

.3 Clump physical properties 

he physical properties (star formation rate, mass, and age) of the
ample are derived by using the SED-fitting technique described in
astellano et al. ( 2016 ), ho we ver, in our case we allow for ages as
oung as 1 Myr, extending the original ASTRODEEP analysis. The
ost rele v ant physical properties for this work are shown in Table 1
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
full version is available in electronic form). 
In brief, the physical properties of the clumps are computed

y fitting Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) (BC03) templates with the
phot.exe code (Fontana et al. 2000 ) at the spectroscopic redshift.

n the BC03 fit, we assume exponentially declining star formation
istories with e-folding time 0.1 ≤ τ ≤ 15.0 Myr, a Salpeter ( 1955 )
nitial mass function and we use both Calzetti et al. ( 2000 ) and Small

agellanic Cloud (Prevot et al. 1984 ) extinction laws. Absorption
y the intergalactic medium (IGM) is modelled following Fan et al.
 2006 ). We consider the following range of physical parameters: 0.0

E ( B − V ) ≤ 1.1, Age ≥ 1 Myr (defined as the onset of the star
ormation episode), metallicity Z / Z � = 0.02, 0.2, 1.0, 2.5. We fit
ll the sources including the contribution from nebular continuum
nd line emission following Schaerer & de Barros ( 2009 ) under the
ssumption of an escape fraction of ionizing photons f esc = 0.0 (see
lso Castellano et al. 2014 , for details). 

The physical properties derived by SED fitting are summarized in
igs 5 and 6 . The clumps in our sample have stellar masses in the
ange 10 5 –10 9 M �, star formation rates SFR ∼ 0 . 001 –10 M � yr −1 ,
ges ∼ 1 Myr–2.6 Gyr, and specific star formation rate sSFR ∼0.1–
000 Gyr −1 . Clumps in the lowest redshift bin ( z ∼ 2–3) seem to
e on average ∼0.4–0.7 dex more massive and ∼0.6 dex older than
igher redshift clumps. They also have a ∼0.7 dex lower sSFR. No
lear evolution of SFR with redshift is observed (Fig. 6 ). 

.4 From obser v ed to intrinsic pr operties and err or 
ropagation 

n order to investigate the intrinsic properties of a lensed objects (in
ur case clumpy structures located in galaxies), it is crucial to have
 robust cluster lens model and spectroscopic redshifts. Only in this
ase we can properly correct for lensing magnification the measured
roperties (i.e. magnitudes, size, SFR, and masses). 
In this work, after measuring the half-light radius ( R eff ) for each

lump in pixels (as described in 3.1 ), the given values are translated
o physical sizes (in parsec) and corrected for magnification. In this
ase, we use the tangential component of the magnification, μtang ,
ince images near the tangential critical line are mostly elongated
angentially. On the other hand, the observed magnitudes, measured
ith GALFIT , are corrected for the average magnification to obtain

he intrinsic magnitudes M UV , and further converted to absolute
agnitudes M UV (rest frame). Other physical properties (mass and
FR), discussed in this work are derived from SED fitting and their
alues and associated uncertainties are corrected for the average
agnification. The uncertainties on the magnification (adopted from
ergamini et al. 2021 ) and from SED fitting are added in quadrature

o obtain the total uncertainties. 
To e v aluate the robustness of the measured sizes and magnitudes

nd their uncertainties we adopted an approach similar to the one
escribed in (Appendix A, Vanzella et al. 2017 ). We use the routines
rom the SKYLENS package (Meneghetti et al. 2008 , 2017 ; Plazas
t al. 2019 ) implemented in the new FORWARD MODELING (FM;
ergamini et al. 2021 ; Meneghetti 2021 ) PYTHON code to create
ock HST observations of stellar clumps of different sizes and

ntrinsic magnitudes. The simulated images also include a noise
evel (assumed to be Poisson-like) mimicking the real observations
n HST F 105 W band. 

First, we test how robustly we can measure R eff of lensed sources
y running GALFIT with a Monte Carlo approach. The range of
ntrinsic input magnitudes and sizes in the simulations is chosen
o best describe the properties of the clumps in our sample: 24 ≤
 AB ≤ 30 and 1 ≤ R eff ≤ 7 pixels. Table 2 summarizes the adopted
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Table 1. Physical properties of the MACS J0416 sample of star-forming clumps. 

ID 

a RA Dec. z spec M UV 
b Size c M � 

d SFR 

e μavg 
f μtang 

g Category h 

(deg) (deg) (mag) (pc) ( ×10 8 M �) (M �yr −1 ) 

9.1a (1485) 64.04511 −24.07235 3.290 −17.7 161 ± 7 0 . 2 0 . 1 0 . 1 6 . 1 7 . 1 4 . 2 4.2 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 1 

31.1c 64.02341 −24.07609 4.125 −17.2 172 ± 9 0 . 5 0 . 8 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 9 0 . 3 3.5 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 2 

36.1c 64.02408 −24.08090 1.963 −17.1 < 55 2 . 0 8 . 9 0 . 7 0 . 6 2 . 5 0 . 4 6.0 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.2 3 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Notes . All physical parameters and uncertainties in the table are corrected for lensing magnification, adopting the magnification μavg reported in column #9 and 
μtang in column #10 for the Size (column #6). The full Table is available in electronic form. 
a Clump ID, for clumps from category 1 ASTRODEEP ID is in the brackets. 
b Absolute UV rest-frame magnitude. 
c Half-light radius, R eff . 
d Stellar mass derived from SED fitting. Quoted uncertainties are 16 and 84 percentile range from SED fitting. 
e Star formation rate derived from SED fitting. Quoted uncertainties are 16 and 84 percentile range from SED fitting. 
f Average magnification (Bergamini et al. 2021 ). 
g Tangential magnification (Bergamini et al. 2021 ). 
i Category of the clump (see the text for explanation). 

Figure 5. Upper left : Average magnification as a function of ef fecti ve radius ( R eff ) in parsecs for the MACS J0416 sample of star-forming clumps. For clumps 
for which we were unable to measure R eff , upper limits are provided (marked with orange-red diamonds). Clearly, highest magnifications correspond to clumps 
with smallest size. Upper right : Absolute magnitude as a function of ef fecti ve radius colour coded based on the stellar mass. A clear trend is noticeable, clumps 
with measured higher radius are brighter. Bottom left : Average magnification as a function of stellar mass. No significant trend is observed as predicted from 

simulations. Bottom right : Absolute UV magnitude as a function of stellar mass where data are colour coded based on age (Gyr) estimated from SED fitting. 
We can see that the detection threshold is more important than the resolution (magnification) when detecting less massive clumps. 
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agnitude–size pairs simulated with FM. The pairs marked with ‘ ×’
re cases which are not present in our sample. We create 50 lensed
ock images of the same source (at the position of clump 2b at z =

.14, where μavg = 18.5, and μtang = 13.1) varying the magnitude and 
ize in the source plane as mentioned abo v e, and fixing the Sersic
ndex n = 1. The emerging image in the lens (observed) plane is
roperly magnified by the FM procedure, in which random Poisson 
oise is also computed for each realization mimicking the real depth
f the F 105 W image. GALFIT has therefore been run 50 times for
ach magnitude–size pair leaving all parameters free to vary in the
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Physical properties of the MACS J0416 sample derived by SED fitting. Grey histograms show the entire sample, the blue ones represent clumps at z 
= 2–3, the green clumps at z = 3–4, and the yellow are clumps at z = 4–6.2. The red vertical dashed line in the mass histogram indicates the smallest clump 
mass measured in field and red vertical dashed line in the SFR histogram indicates the typical SFR limit of clumps observed in field at z > 2. Color coding in 
all four panels is the same. 

Table 2. Reco v ered R eff in pix els with GALFIT as a function of magnitude (mag). 

mag a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
R eff (pix) b 

30 3 . 24 + 4 . 80 
−1 . 87 × × × × × ×

29 1 . 46 + 1 . 93 
−0 . 51 2 . 68 + 2 . 65 

−1 . 31 × × × × ×
28 1 . 19 + 0 . 57 

−0 . 38 2 . 08 + 0 . 78 
−0 . 66 2 . 84 + 1 . 38 

−0 . 75 3 . 87 + 1 . 19 
−1 . 21 × × ×

27 1 . 04 + 0 . 37 
−0 . 26 2 . 10 + 0 . 30 

−0 . 45 2 . 94 + 0 . 46 
−0 . 41 3 . 96 + 0 . 28 

−0 . 65 4 . 79 + 0 . 49 
−0 . 53 5 . 54 + 0 . 48 

−0 . 37 6 . 35 + 1 . 02 
−0 . 53 

26 1 . 17 + 0 . 14 
−0 . 22 2 . 16 + 0 . 12 

−0 . 23 3 . 09 + 0 . 25 
−0 . 27 3 . 96 + 0 . 17 

−0 . 27 4 . 90 + 0 . 40 
−0 . 25 5 . 74 + 0 . 30 

−0 . 24 6 . 68 + 0 . 49 
−0 . 33 

25 1 . 19 + 0 . 08 
−0 . 05 2 . 09 + 0 . 13 

−0 . 06 3 . 05 + 0 . 09 
−0 . 10 3 . 99 + 0 . 10 

−0 . 12 4 . 96 + 0 . 10 
−0 . 13 5 . 92 + 0 . 15 

−0 . 21 6 . 75 + 0 . 23 
−0 . 22 

24 1 . 18 + 0 . 03 
−0 . 04 2 . 22 + 0 . 08 

−0 . 14 3 . 07 + 0 . 03 
−0 . 03 4 . 0 + 0 . 06 

−0 . 05 4 . 94 + 0 . 07 
−0 . 04 5 . 91 + 0 . 07 

−0 . 09 6 . 85 + 0 . 07 
−0 . 16 

Notes . Reco v ered R eff are median v alues and lo wer and upper limits are 16th and 84th percentiles. 
a Input observed magnitudes. 
b Input half light radius in pixels. 
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tting procedure (X, Y positions, position angle – PA, elipticity –
/a, magnitude, and n ). The same has been done after fixing a few
f them (X, Y positions, PA, b/a, and n ), especially in the faint
omain (mag > 27). Both approaches (leaving free all parameters or
xing some of them to the actual values) allow us to reco v er the input
alues (magnitude, sizes) with compatible medians and uncertainties
n the bright magnitude regime (mag < 27). For the faintest and most
ompact cases, as expected, the convergence is not al w ays guaranteed
nd, as we did for the real clumps, it is useful to fix some of the input
arameters. Indeed, in the real sample of clumps, GALFIT fitting has
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
een performed in a semi-automatic way for the faint regime (mag >
7), after fixing n , PA and b/a quantities and visually inspecting each
odel and residual map produced by GALFIT . Similarly, in the MC

imulations we verified that when fixing Sersic to Gaussian ( n = 0.5)
r exponential ( n = 1) for the faint and/or compact cases GALFIT
roduces results consistent with the exponential case ( n = 1, the
rofile set in the source plane). Also the position angle is not rele v ant
n the cases of circular symmetric shapes, which is frequent among
he faint and compact clumps. For the elongated ones, such parameter
s properly retrieved in the bright regime, whereas it is inferred
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Table 3. Reco v ered magnitudes of the clump (mag c ) with mag c = 26.8 as a 
function of host magnitude (mag h ). 

mag c a 26.8 26.0 25.6 
mag h b 

26.8 27 . 0 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 26 . 9 + 0 . 1 −0 . 1 26 . 8 + 0 . 1 −0 . 5 

Notes. Reco v ered magnitudes are median values and lower and upper limits 
are 16th and 84th percentiles. 
a Clump input magnitudes. 
b Magnitude of the host. 
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anually and after visual inspection for the faint and extended ones. 
e did not simulate such an user-dependent process, therefore for the 

aint regime of the MC simulations we fix the position and Sersic to
he right values and leave the rest free. For each set of 50 MC GALFIT
uns we compute the median and the 16th and 84th percentiles of
he resulting distributions of sizes and magnitudes. We report the 
btained values in Table 2 . 
As an additional test, we run GALFIT manually on 51 simulated 

ases belonging to the faint regime (mag > 27–29.4) and inserting
adii in the range 1–4 pixel without knowing the input parameters 
performed blindly among the authors) and applying the same 
ethodology used for the real clumps. The rele v ant quantities, i.e.
agnitude and ef fecti v e radii, hav e been reco v ered with uncertainties

onsistent to those inferred from simulations: magnitudes are recov- 
red with a global error of � 0.2 mag independently from the radius
nd magnitude, while the radius has been reco v ered with and error
 (30 –50) per cent in the range 27 < mag < 28, and (50 –100) per cent

t fainter magnitudes ( > 28). 
In a second step, we test the accuracy and precision of the
agnitude measurements after removing the host light. To this goal, 
e add an additional light component (diffuse light) with R eff = 

5 pix to the simulated clump. The amount of added diffuse light
s equi v alent to m AB ∼ 26 . 8(1) , 26 . 1(2) , 25 . 6(3), where numbers in
rackets are telling how many times the host is brighter than the
lump. In all cases, we assume R eff = 3 pix and m AB = 26 . 8 for
he clump component. For each host magnitude and given clump 
roperties ( R eff = 3 pix and m AB = 26 . 8, n = 1), we create 50 mock
ensed images. For each of them, we remo v e the host light in the
ame way as we are doing for real images (described in 2.2 ). Then,
e use GALFIT to reco v er the clump magnitude. As done earlier,
e compute the median and the 16th and 84th percentiles of the
easurement distributions for each clump magnitude (after host 

emoval procedure) and report the results in Table 3 . The results
how the error on the measured clump magnitude of � 0.2 mag.
uch uncertainty can affect applied AC correction and further mass 
nd SFR estimates derived by SED fitting. In other words, the host
ight-removing procedure in the most extreme cases can change the 
resented mass and SFR predictions by not more than ∼ 15 per cent . 
his is within the 16th and 84th percentile range given from SED
tting (reported uncertainties). 

 C O M PA R I S O N  WITH  SIMULATIONS  

.1 Simulations 

e compare observational results with high-resolution hydrody- 
amic simulations of z � 2 clumpy galaxies from the literature. 
n particular, we consider the following samples: 

(i) the simulations by Tamburello et al. ( 2017 ) have a resolution of
00 pc. They simulate ∼15 clumpy galaxies and in mock H α maps
hey identify clumps with sizes R e ∼ 100–300 pc and stellar mass
 � ∼ 10 7 –10 8 M �; 
(ii) the simulation by Faure et al. ( 2021 ) is focused on clumpy

alaxies at redshift ∼2 which are gas-rich and disc-dominated. The 
tellar masses of the simulated galaxies are 3.1–10 × 10 10 M � and
he resolution of the simulations are 500 and 12.2 pc per pixel. In
heir simulations, the identified clumps spans the stellar mass range 

10 6 –10 10 M �; 
(iii) the simulation by Bournaud et al. ( 2014 ) detailed evolution

f giant clumps in four high redshift discs ( z = 2) is modelled. The
esolution of the simulation is 3.5–7 pc with initial masses of the
alaxies from 1 . 4 –8 . 7 × 10 10 M �. 

Results from hydrodynamic simulations suggest that measured 
lump sizes depend on the spatial resolution of the observation (e.g.
amburello et al. 2015 , 2017 ; Faure et al. 2021 ). This is consistent
ith our results: the sizes of clumps detected in MACS J0416
ecrease as lensing magnification increases and the number of 
etected clumps increase with magnification, Fig. 7 . In the most
xtreme cases where μ > 50 is reached, intrinsic sizes of ∼5 pc
re measured, see Fig. 5 . Clumps with sizes of tens of parsecs are
lso reported in the literature, for example Vanzella et al. ( 2021a )
nd Calura et al. ( 2021 ) observed lensed clumps with sizes of few
arsecs at z = 2.37, and Vanzella et al. ( 2019 ) measured sizes of a
ew tens of parsecs at z ∼ 6 (the magnification is μ > 50 in both
ases). In field instead (e.g z ∼ 2), where the spatial resolution of the
bservations is coarser, objects have sizes ∼1 kpc (F ̈orster Schreiber
t al. 2018 ). 

The median size of clumps in our sample is 126 pc, with a standard
eviation σ ∼ 117 pc. This is comparable with the median size of
lumps found in simulations (Tamburello et al. 2017 ), although our
ample extends to even smaller sizes (e.g. R eff < 100 pc). Simulations
ith higher resolution than currently available are likely needed 

o compare with our highest magnification clumps. On the other 
and, in our sample 23 per cent of the clumps have ef fecti ve radii
00 � R eff � 500 pc. Such clumps have magnification μ ∼ 2–11
nd are resolved. These large clumps are completely missing in the
imulations by Tamburello et al. ( 2017 ), possibly due to the relatively
ow initial molecular gas fraction of the host galaxy ( ∼25 per cent)
nd strong feedback recipe used in the simulations (Fensch & 

ournaud 2021 ). Large clumps are instead found in simulations 
dopting larger molecular gas fractions ( ∼50 per cent) and moderate
eedback recipes (Bournaud et al. 2014 ). This indicates that to
ave a proper comparison between observations and simulations, 
patial resolution, as well as the initial conditions (e.g. molecular gas
raction, feedback) for simulations are key. 

In state-of-the art cosmological hydrodynamic simulations per- 
ormed at very high resolution (i.e. dark matter particle mass 
esolution of ∼ 1000 M � and, in some cases, pc-scale softening 
ength for baryons, Ma et al. 2020 ), bound and dense clumps in gas-
ich high-redshift galaxies have been identified, with sizes and masses 
elow 100 pc, consistent with the typical values of star clusters (Kim
t al. 2018 ; Phipps et al. 2020 ) and with the values measured in
ur sample. A systematic comparison between the properties of our 
lumps and the ones of current state-of-the art simulations is deferred
o a future work. 

While the measured size of clumps clearly depends on the resolu-
ion of the observations, their stellar mass estimates seem to rather
epend on the depth and detection threshold of the data (Dessauges-
avadsky et al. 2017 ). We show in Fig. 5 the relation between

he stellar masses of the clumps and their magnification. We only
nd a weak correlation (e v aluated Pearson coef ficient R = −0 . 11).
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Two multiple images of system 20 ( z = 3.222) observed with different magnification in two multiple images of the same source: 20a (left, the 
least magnified) with <μ> � 2.2 and 20c with <μ> � 5.5 (right). The number of detected clumps increases with the ef fecti ve resolution (i.e. with increasing 
magnification). Four clumps are indicated with arrows with their best SED-fit solutions (insets). Three out of four appear blue star-forming regions with possible 
clear nebular emission dominating the K -band magnitude, whereas clump 20.0c (indicated with a magenta circle) shows a smoothly red shape suggesting it is 
relatively old, massive, and gravitationally bound (see text for more details). 
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he trends that we are observing between the measured properties
mass, size) and the observational resolution and sensitivity are also
onsistent with results from simulations (Tamburello et al. 2017 ). In
act, Tamburello et al. ( 2017 ) report that when changing resolution
rom 100 to 1 kpc, at a fixed detection threshold, the estimated stellar
asses are a factor ∼2 larger. Instead when increasing the sensitivity

y a factor 10 the measured stellar masses change by one order of
agnitude. 

 SCALING  R E L AT I O N S  

arious fundamental scaling relations have been used to unveil
nd understand relations between physical properties (e.g. between
ass and size), of various dynamically evolved stellar systems (i.e.
isgeld & Hilker 2011 ; Norris et al. 2014 ). Ho we ver, the majority of

uch studies focus on stellar systems located in the nearby Universe,
specially when faint and small sources are targeted. Thanks to
ensing, we can extend scaling relations populating the low-mass,
ow-SFR, and small size portion of the parameter space with high-
edshift (2 � z � 6.2) objects. 

.1 Mass–stellar surface mass density relation 

ur sample of clumps is particularly suited to examine the stellar–
ass versus mass–surface density plane at high redshift (Fig. 8 ),
here the variation among different stellar systems is even more

vident than on the stellar–mass versus size plane shown in Ap-
endix A . In this plane, two sequences have already been discussed
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
n the literature. One is populated by sources with large mass ( M � �
0 9 M �) and 	 � ∼ 10–1000 M � pc −2 , such as Es/S0s and dEs/dS0s
alaxies. The other is instead populated by sources with smaller
ass ( M � � 10 7 M �) and larger stellar mass surface density ( 	 � 

10 2 –10 5 M � pc −2 ). In between those two sequences, there is
 region sparsely populated, with only a few nuclear star clusters
Nuclei) and the M32 galaxy nuclei. The bulk of the clumps of our
ample is located in an intermediate region. Simulations (i.e Pfeffer
 Baumgardt 2013 ) and local observations (Norris et al. 2014 )

uggest that stellar systems located in this portion of the parameter
pace may possibly undergo stripping processes, during which their
utskirts are remo v ed, leaving only a dense core. In the process of
he stripping, galaxies are expected to migrate from the sequence
opulated by dES/dS0s to the region occupied by compact and dense
tellar systems. This scenario could potentially explain the position
f some clumps from our sample, particularly those systems where
wo or more clumps are detected. 

Another possible explanation for the specific location of our
lumps is that we may not be resolving clumps into individual stellar
ystems, despite the high magnification, so that they could rather
e star-forming regions where small star clusters are blended due to
nsufficient resolution. With increasing resolution, we indeed expect
hem to be placed in the region occupied by local GCs, UCDs,
nd cEs. An e x emplification of this effect is illustrated in Fig. 8
ith two examples: system ID106b and ID124c, with delensed total

tellar mass M � = 3 . 3 × 10 8 and M � = 3 . 6 × 10 8 M � (non-delensed
tellar masses are adopted from the ASTRODEEP catalogue, where
oth sources are treated as a single object, Merlin et al. 2016a ). 
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Figure 8. Mass–stellar surface density relation compared to different systems and samples from the literature. The lensed samples (from literature) are marked 
with circles while field samples are marked with diamonds. Our MACSJ0416 sample is represented by filled circles colour coded with redshifts. The comparison 
sample of sources from the local Universe is represented with open symbols adopted from Norris et al. ( 2014 ). The stellar surface density is calculated following 
Misgeld & Hilker ( 2011 ). The red dashed line indicates the ‘zone of a v oidance’ which define maximum stellar mass of the presented systems for a given R eff , 
the green dashed line corresponds to a relaxation time equal to the Hubble time and the black dashed lines trace systems with R eff = 1 pc and R eff = 1 kpc. The 
dashed circle marks the zoomed region of the figure shown to the right, where we show the location of the two sources ID106b (big red star) and ID124c (big 
green star) measured as single objects in the ASTRODEEP catalogue. The red and green arrows show the positions of their internal clumps (see Fig 3 ), when 
considered individually, also marked with small red and green stars (see text for more details). 
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3 The main-sequence star formation rate is adopted from (Santini et al. 2017 ) 
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Stellar masses and ef fecti ve radii are measured as described in
ection 3 . For ID106b and ID124c, we obtain delensed values of
 eff ∼ 253 and 257 pc, respectively. When considering the full- 

esolution image (i.e. without smoothing), we detect 6 (5) clumps 
ithin ID106b (ID124c) owing to the high-magnification ( μ ≈ 11–
2, see Fig. 3 ). In this way, we notice from Fig. 8 that the location
f the individual clumps hosted by ID106b and ID124c is closer 
o the region occupied by local GCs and nuclei, when compared 
o the location of their hosting systems. If we reasonably assume 
hat such a resolution effect affects the majority of our clumps, this
ould explain why our sample occupies a sparsely populated region 

n between GCs/UCDs/cEs, YMCs, Nuclei, and Es/S0s, dEs/dS0s 
tellar systems. 

Interestingly, even though the clumps in our sample might have 
nresolved substructure, some of them could be gravitationally 
ound and considered as individual and stable star-forming regions 
hat survive and potentially evolv e o v er time. An example is the
lump 20.0c shown in Fig. 7 . Such an object shows two multiple
mages with mean magnifications of 2 and 5.5. Both images show 

 nucleated morphology, with the most amplified being barely 
esolved and providing an estimated intrinsic ef fecti ve radius of
00 pc. Differently from the other clumps populating the same 
ystem 20, clump 20.0c shows a smoothly red continuum with 
ssociated physical quantities compatible with being a relatively 
volved and massive object, with an age of ∼40 Myr and a de-lensed
tellar mass of ∼10 8 M �. After including 68 per cent uncertainties,
uch values correspond to a relatively large stellar surface density 
 � = 1500 + 1000 

−800 M � pc −2 , with a dynamical age 
 = 2 . 5 + 5 . 5 
−1 . 9 (with 


efined as the ratio of the age and crossing time, see e.g. Vanzella et al.
021b ), suggesting 20.0c could be a gravitationally bound object. 
.2 Mass–SFR relation 

e stress that unlike other studies of the main-sequence high-redshift 
alaxies lensed by MACS J0416 (e.g. Rinaldi et al. 2022 ), we do not
onsider integrated galaxies, but rather make an effort to deblend 
lumps from their host galaxies to investigate the star formation 
ode of individual star-forming regions at high- z. A tight correlation

etween the SFR and M � exists for local and high-redshift star-
orming galaxies, the so-called ‘main-sequence’ (e.g Brinchmann 
t al. 2004 ; Noeske et al. 2007 ; Rodighiero et al. 2010 ; Sparre et al.
015 ; Santini et al. 2017 ). In Fig. 9 , we show the location of our
ample of individual clumps in the SFR–M � plane and compare it
ith the other published samples. Thanks to lensing magnification, 
ur sample probes the low-SFR and low- M � region, down to M � ∼
0 5 M �, where only a few other lensed sources from the literature are
ocated (e.g. the Sunburst clumps at z = 2.37, Vanzella et al. 2021a ).

In Fig. 9 , we also show the normalized SFR (log(SFR / SFR MS ))
ersus the stellar mass, obtained after dividing the SFR by the
xpected main-sequence SFR (SFR MS ) 3 at the redshift of each clump.
or this purpose, we adopt the main-sequence determination at 
arying redshifts by Santini et al. ( 2017 ), which was determined for
tellar masses � 10 8 M �. We note that ∼ 55 per cent of the sample
ies abo v e the main-sequence, with 30 per cent of the clumps having
FR � 0.3 dex higher than SFR MS , a region commonly populated
y highly starbursting galaxies (Rodighiero et al. 2010 ). This is
enerally consistent with previous findings in the literature (e.g. Guo 
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
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Figure 9. The mass–SFR relation. Left-hand panel : The star formation rate as a function of stellar mass is shown for our sample of MACS J0416 background 
clumps and compared with other lensed and field samples from the literature. The MACS J0416 clumps are colour coded based on their redshift (right y -axis). 
Lensed samples are indicated with circles while field samples are marked with diamonds. The dashed lines are taken from Whitaker et al. ( 2012 ) and represent 
main sequence at z = 0, 1, and 2.5. The three dotted black lines (green lines Starburst) are adopted from Rinaldi et al. ( 2022 ) and represent main-sequence 
galaxies (Starbursts) in three redshift bins z = 2.8–4, 4–5, and 5–6.5. Our study extends the mass–SFR relation to low mass stellar system down to ∼10 5 M �, 
entering the regime of the GCs, Nuclei, etc. Right-hand panel : The same relation is shown normalized to the SFR of the main sequence at varying redshifts 
derived by Santini et al. ( 2017 ). Only the MACS J0416 sample is shown and colour coded by redshift. The blue shaded region and the dotted horizontal line 
are adopted from Zanella et al. ( 2019 ) marking the dispersion of the mass–SFR relation (0.3 dex) and starbursts, respecti vely. Sho wn uncertainties for mass and 
SFR are 16 and 84 percentile range derived from SED fitting. 
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t al. 2012 ; Wuyts et al. 2012 ; Zanella et al. 2015 , 2019 ; Cibinel et al.
017 ; Karman et al. 2017 ). 

.3 Radius–SFR relation 

he size–SFR relation has been already well-defined in the local
niv erse inv estigating H II re gions in nearby spiral and irregular
alaxies by Kennicutt ( 1988 ). On the other hand, outliers are mainly
osted by interacting systems as shown in the case of the Antennae
alaxy (Bastian et al. 2006 ), and have been thoroughly investigated
n a larger samples with DYNAMO (Green et al. 2014 ) and LARS
Messa et al. 2019 ). In Fig. 10 , we show the relation between the size
nd star formation rate of clumps, including samples across different
edshifts (Swinbank et al. 2009 , 2012 ; Jones et al. 2010 ; Livermore
t al. 2012 , 2015 ; Johnson et al. 2017 ). We consider samples where
FRs was estimated through SED fitting (as for our sample) or from
 α, using the prescription by Kennicutt ( 1988 ). Our sample and

he Sunburst clumps (Vanzella et al. 2021a ), despite being at z ∼
–6, have sizes comparable to local H II regions and GCs (Swinbank
t al. 2009 ; Jones et al. 2010 ; Livermore et al. 2012 ; Johnson et al.
017 ), b ut they ha ve SFRs ∼300 times higher. They also have
FRs ∼100 times higher than clumps from Wuyts et al. ( 2014 ) and
ivermore et al. ( 2015 ), which are part of a sample of lensed systems
t z > 2. In particular, we compare our sample with two well-known
 II regions from the local Universe: 30 Doradus and II Zw40 (Vanzi

t al. 2008 ). One possible explanation for the high SFR measured in
ur sample is enhanced interactions, or larger gas reservoirs at high
edshift. Similar cases have been observed in the local Universe,
or example, the Antennae galaxy which is a local merging system
osting six star-forming comple x es whose SFR ranges from 0.2
o 1.4 M � yr −1 , significantly higher than other local star-forming
egions. Three of those complexes show signatures of Wolf–Rayet
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
tars, implying young ages of ∼ 5 Myr (Bastian et al. 2006 ). Similar
roperties are observed in the Sunburst 5.1 knot presented in detail in
anzella et al. ( 2021a ) and in some of our clumps shown in fig. D.1
f Vanzella et al. ( 2021b ). Other scenarios, such as the fragmentation
f gas-rich discs, are potentially responsible for the observed high
FR among high redshift clumpy structures (Noguchi 1999 ; Dekel
t al. 2009 ). During this process, cold gas cools becoming unstable
nd the galactic disc starts to fragments and forms clumpy structures.
urther on, such newly formed structures lead to the increased SFR
s discussed in i.e. Immeli et al. ( 2004 ). 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we have presented a sample of 166 gravitationally
ensed clumps spanning the spectroscopic redshift interval 2 � z

 6.2, magnified by a factor μ ∼ 2 − 82 and located behind the
osmic lens HFF MACS J0416 field. This is the largest sample of
ensed clumps currently available at these redshifts for which we have

easured physical sizes and stellar masses, which critically benefits
rom spectroscopic observations of the MUSE Deep Lensed Field
Vanzella et al. 2021b ). We carefully derived the effective radius for
ach clump and total magnitude in the reference filter (UV rest frame)
nd inferred physical properties through SED fitting o v er sev en HST
ands, including the ground-based VLT/HAWKI Ks . To this end,
e take advantage of our high-precision cluster lens model, which

s based on currently the largest number of spectroscopic multiple
mages, thus deriving intrinsic sizes, luminosities, SFR, and stellar

asses. Owing to lensing magnification and magnification, we probe
tellar masses of clumps down to 10 5 M � and physical scales as small
s R eff ∼ 10 pc. 

We investigate the mass–SFR, mass–	 � , and size–SFR scaling
elations and compare them with several spectroscopic low and

art/stac2309_f9.eps
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Figure 10. The size–SFR relation. The clumps from our work are plotted as large filled circles colour coded by redshift. The comparison sample from the 
literature is divided in three categories, clumps observed in lensed fields (filled circles) clumps observed in field (filled diamonds) and well known local H II 

regions IIZw40 (blue star), 30 Doradus (green star, Vanzi et al. 2008 ) and the Antennae galaxy (open black diamonds, Bastian et al. 2006 ). The sample of local 
H II regions is adopted from Kennicutt ( 1988 ) and only those H II regions for which radius was available are plotted (46 in total), the SFR is e v aluated from 

the L H α using the relation SFR(M �yr −1 ) = 7 . 9 × 10 −42 L H α(ergs −1 ) (Kennicutt 1998 ). Dashed lines show fitted radius–SFR relations in four redshift bins 
adopted from Livermore et al. ( 2015 ). Clumps with estimated R eff upper limits are marked with cyan circles around them. Radius uncertainties are propagated 
analytically taking into account uncertainties due to tangential magnification and measurements with Galfit. The SFR uncertainties are 16 and 84 percentile 
range from SED fitting. 
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igh-redshift samples from the literature (from lensed systems and 
eld). The main results of our work are summarized as follows: 

(i) Gravitational lensing allows us to probe sizes in the range 10 �
 eff � 500 pc and stellar masses in the range 10 5 � M � / M � � 10 9 .
s expected, a linear μ–R eff relation is observed, with the most
agnified clumps being also the smallest. The properties ( R eff , 
 � ) of our observed clumps are comparable to those of high-

esolution simulations, although they cover spatial resolutions that 
uch simulations do not achieve (e.g. R eff of tens of pc). Stellar ages
stimated for our clumps spans from 1 Myr to 2.6 Gyr, suggesting that
lumps could survive longer than estimated by current simulations. 

(ii) Statistically, at the given angular resolution provided by 
ST , whenever magnification increases (the effective resolution 

ncreases), ne w indi vidual star-forming clumps emerge. This is 
bserved specifically on multiple images of the same system 

xperiencing different magnifications. AO-assisted instrumentation 
chieving better spatial resolution is needed to understand whether 
uch a trend continues down to single star clusters scale ( � 30 pc). 

(iii) No clumps with radii R e � 500 pc (or kpc size clumps) are
bserved in our sample, while such clumps are usually observed in 
eld which co v er larger surv e y volumes. 
(iv) In the stellar mass surface density–stellar mass plane our 

lumps occupy the region between galaxies and GCs ( � 10 8 M �),
here only few sources have been found so far (e.g. M32 nuclei,
orris et al. 2014 ). While this may indicate a population of objects

hat bridge galaxies with GCs, it could also be an effect of resolution,
s higher magnified clumps tend to lie closer to the GCs region. 

(v) We stress that the study of Santini et al. ( 2017 ) probes masses
 � � 10 8 M �, while our sample have masses down to 10 5 M �.
o we ver, it appears that after comparing our results with those from
antini et al. ( 2017 ) we notice that clumps in our sample are active
ites of star formation, with 30 per cent of them being starbursting
i.e. they are located on average ∼0.6 dex above the main-sequence
t their redshift). Therefore, it appears that the SFR of the clumps
re higher when compared with local star-forming regions of higher 
asses. 
(vi) Currently, available simulations are unable to reproduce 

lumps with small sizes and masses at high redshifts as observed
n our sample. 
he physical properties of the high-redshift clumps remain relatively 
nexplored, and their role in the formation and evolution of the
alaxies is not clear. Shortly, the JWST telescope will help us to
etter constrain and understand the physical parameters of the clumpy 
ormation detected in the distant galaxies by extending the probed 
avelength range in the optical rest-frame (redward of the K band)
ith both imaging and spectroscopy, reaching with NIRCam an 

xpected PSF FWHM smaller than 0.2 arcsec up to 5 μm. 
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PPENDI X  A :  MASS–SIZE  RELATI ON  

n Fig. A1 , we present the mass–size relation which includes samples
rom the literature observed in field and lensed systems. Recently, 
ouwens et al. ( 2021 ) examined the same scaling relation focusing
n low-luminosity objects with photometrically estimated redshifts 
t 6 < z < 8 (333 sources in total) extracted from lensed fields. Our
ACS J0416 sample is marked with big circles colour coded based

n the redshift (right colourbar). Samples of clumps observed in 
ensed fields are marked with filled circles, while clumpy samples 
n field are marked with filled diamonds. The comparison sample 
f sources from the local Universe is represented by open symbols
dopted from Norris et al. ( 2014 ). We note that MACS J0416 sample
robe stellar structures at z > 2 below 10 8 M � and 100 pc, thus
ridging the gap between the low mass–size objects in the local
niverse and their counterparts at high redshifts. Recent studies 
ave probed similar parameter space, (Vanzella et al. 2017 , 2021a ,
019 ) by focusing on individual systems, whereas we present here
 statistically representative sample of compact stellar structures, 
hich complements studies in field and co v er the upper right corner
f the plot. 
By comparing our spectroscopic sample with the one presented 

y Bouwens et al. ( 2021 ), who used different public lens models to
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stimate intrinsic properties, we conclude that both samples populate
he region of star cluster comple x es defined in Bouwens et al. ( 2021 ).

Two different groups of stellar systems can be distinguished from
ig. A1 , galaxy-like systems (Es/S0s, dEs/dS0s, and dSphs) and
tar clusters YMCs, GCs, and UCDs. The MACS J0416 lensed
ample spans the 10 5 –10 9 M � and ∼10–600-pc ranges, with the
ajority located abo v e (or left) from the mass–size relation line

red dashed line, Dabringhausen, Hilker & Kroupa 2008 ) filling a
carcely populated space in between dSphs and GCs, nuclei, and
MCs. In addition, it can be noted that clumps with lower average
agnification are located closer to the dSphs, while those with higher
agnification are closer to GCs, nuclei, and YMCs stellar systems,

uggesting that some of the clumps are not resolved sufficiently
nough, so they may appear larger and more massive than in reality.
e also note that the most magnified systems in our MACS J0416

ample populate the region in which the majority of GCs and nuclei
eside, indicating that we are starting to probe globular cluster like
bjects (or globular clusters precursors) at high redshift. 
The black dashed line in Fig. A1 is the ‘zone of a v oidance’

orresponding to a limiting stellar mass for a given effective radius
Misgeld & Hilker 2011 ). Interestingly, none of the clumps in our
ample violate this limit, indicating that SF systems at high redshift
ollow the same relation. Furthermore, only a few clumps are found
elow the green-dashed line, which corresponds to a relaxation time
qual to the Hubble time. All objects below the green-dashed line, a
egion populated by GCs and nuclei, are collisional systems, while
ollisionless systems lie abo v e the green line, which include various
ypes of galaxies and compact stellar systems. 

Lastly, as suggested in Misgeld & Hilker ( 2011 ), it appears from
ig. A1 that the region in the mass interval 10 6 � M � � 10 7 M �
ivides stellar systems into two groups. Objects with low mass,
 10 6 M � (likely affected by dynamical evolution), do not seem

o follow the mass–size relation, whereas massive systems do.
o we ver, lo w-mass systems are also the most magnified clumps

n our sample suggesting that an y observ ed trend my be significantly
ffected by observation sensitivity, and magnification, as discussed
n Section 4.1 . 

PPENDIX  B:  PROPERTIES  O F  T H E  

O M PA R I S O N  SAMPLE  F RO M  T H E  

I T E R ATU R E  

s shown in the main text, to better understand the physical properties
f our sample and to put it in a broader context, we compare our
esults with other literature studies targeting clumps in the local
niverse and at high redshift. In this work, we focus only on

pectroscopically confirmed samples reported in the literature. They
an be divided into three categories: clumps observed in field at z � 1,
lumps observed in lensed fields at z � 1, and evolved stellar systems
n the local Universe. In the following, we will briefly describe the
ther samples observed in field at z > 1 considered here. 
Comparison spectroscopic samples observed in field at z � 1: 

(i) the sample from Wisnioski et al. ( 2011 ) includes 13 star-
orming galaxies at z ∼ 1.3 from the WiggleZ Dark Energy Surv e y,
hich was selected via ultraviolet and [O II ] emission. Clumps have
NRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 
izes R e ∼ 1–3 kpc, stellar masses M � ∼ 6 . 3 × 10 9 –5 × 10 11 M �,
nd SFR ∼ 12 –120 M �yr −1 . Stellar mass and SFR are estimated
hrough SED fitting; 

(ii) the sample from Swinbank et al. ( 2012 ) includes 9 H α-
elected galaxies at z ∼ 0.84–2.23. Clumps have sizes R e ∼ 0.9–
.6 kpc, stellar masses in the range M � ∼ 2.6 × 10 9 –1 × 10 11 M �
nd H α-derived SFR ∼ 1 –27 M �yr −1 ; 

(iii) the sample from Zanella et al. ( 2019 ) includes 53 star-
orming galaxies at z ∼ 1–3. We only consider the 25 clumps in
his sample with 3 σ SFR estimates. They are unresolved ( R e <
00 pc), have stellar masses in the range M � ∼ 10 7 –10 10 M � and SFR

3 –25 M �y r −1 . Stellar mass was estimated through SED fitting,
hereas the SFR considered here comes from dust-corrected rest-

rame UV continuum estimates; 

We also compare our sample with the following spectroscopic
amples drawn from lensed fields: 

(i) the sample from Livermore et al. ( 2012 ) which includes 8
ravitationally lensed galaxies at z = 1–1.5, where 57 clumps are
etected. The y hav e sizes in the range R e ∼ 98–1430 pc and H α-
ased SFR ∼ 0 . 004 –9 . 6 M � y r −1 ; 
(ii) the sample from Wuyts et al. ( 2014 ) which includes one lensed

oung starburst galaxy at z = 1.7 hosting se ven indi vidual clumps
ith sizes R e ∼ 160–320 pc and SFR ∼ 0 . 05 –110 M �yr −1 ; 
(iii) the sample from Livermore et al. ( 2015 ) includes 17 grav-

tationally lensed galaxies at z ∼ 1–4. The size of the clumps is
 e ∼ 0.17–3.5 kpc and their SFR is derived from H α or H β

ines and ranges from 0.8 to 40 M �yr −1 . Their stellar masses are
 � ∼ 4 × 10 8 –6 × 10 10 M �; 
(iv) from the sample presented in Vanzella et al. ( 2017 ) we include

ne compact and extremely young (<10 Myr) clump at z = 3.1169
ith measured R e ∼ 43 pc, SFR ∼ 0 . 7 M �yr −1 , and stellar mass of
0 × 10 6 M �; 
(v) the sample from Vanzella et al. ( 2021a ) includes one strongly

ensed galaxy at z ∼ 2.37 (dubbed ‘Sunburst’) where 13 star-
orming clumps are detected. They have sizes R e ∼ 1–22 pc, stellar
asses in the range M � ∼ 0 . 1 × 10 6 –12 . 7 × 10 6 M � and SFR from
 . 1 –3 . 7 M �yr −1 ; 

Finally, the comparison samples of evolved stellar systems in the
ocal Universe include: 

(i) elliptical and lenticular galaxies (Es/S0s), dwarf elliptical and
enticular galaxies (dEs/dS0s), dwarf spheroidals (dSphs), nuclear
tar clusters (Nuclei), globular clusters (GCs), ultracompact dwarfs
UCDs), compact ellipticals (cEs), young massive clusters (YMCs),
nd M32 nuclei. This entire sample is from Norris et al. ( 2014 ); 

(ii) 30Doradus and IIZw40 from Vanzi et al. 2008 ; 
(iii) H II regions from Kennicutt ( 1988 ); 
(iv) star clusters from the Antennae galaxy (Bastian et al. 2006 ). 

PPENDI X  C :  T H E  M AC S  J 0 4 1 6  CLUMPS  

igs C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 , and C7 summarize the entire
ample presented in this work by showing individual clumps as
 arcsec × 3 arcsec cutout image (see captions of C1 for more
etails). 
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Figure C1. The MACS J0416 clumps from this work. We are showing an HST F814W ( F 105 W ) 3 arcsec cutout images for detected clumps at z < 5 ( z > 5). 
On the left y -axis is the clump ID, the upper x -axis shows redshift ( z), average ( μ), and tangential ( μT ) magnification, and the bottom x -axis shows absolute 
magnitude ( M UV ), and ef fecti ve radius in parsecs (Re), where ne gativ e values for Re represent an upper limit. The circle in the upper left corner reports the 
F 814 W ( F 105 W ) PSF in case of z < 5( > 5). The north on the cutout image is up and east is left. 
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Figure C2. Same as the C1 . 
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Figure C3. Same as the C1 . 
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Figure C4. Same as the C1 . 
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Figure C5. Same as the C1 . 
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Figure C6. Same as the C1 . 
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Figure C7. Same as the C1 . 
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PPENDIX  D :  T H E  RO BU STNESS  O F  T H E  SIZE  

E ASUREMENT  F RO M  GALFIT 

igs D1 and D2 summarize results from GALFIT runs on a lensed
ock images created by FM where we are testing accuracy of the size
easurements. 
MNRAS 516, 3532–3555 (2022) 

art/stac2309_fC7.eps
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Figure D1. Results from GALFIT run on the simulated galaxies as described in the main text. On x -axis the range of magnitudes is reported and the y -axis 
shows the reco v ered R eff in pixels (diamonds). Red horizontal line represents the input R eff value in pixels with the numbers indicated near each diamond 
sho wing ho w many runs produced a GALFIT solution (to be compared with the 50 MC). Each diamond point represents the median R eff reco v ered in the MC, 
along with the 16th and 84th percentiles (black errorbars). 
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Figure D2. Same as Fig. D1 . 
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